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FY24 REVENUE REVIEW & MARKET GUIDANCE 
 
The Board of RLF AgTech Limited (ASX: RLF) provides guidance to the market around revenue 
expectations for FY24 in an updated Investor Presentation. 
 
The Company’s core business in China operates through a large number of distributors who are 
geographically spread across the country and support a variety of agricultural production.  This 
reduces the risk and impact of adverse events in any one location or sector. 
 
Diversification into South-East Asia is showing strong growth potential from a low base and the 
Company expects to recognise the initial funding from Commonwealth Bank of Australia for its Soil 
Carbon Pilot Program (announced to the ASX on 27 July 2023). 
 
Total Revenue FY23  Guidance FY24 
$11.5 million   $15 million- $16 million 
 
Authorised for release by the Board of Directors. 
For further information, please contact: 
Investor Enquiries Media Enquiries 
Ken Hancock  Liza White 
Managing Director Senior Consultant, Clarity Communications  
+61 8 6187 0753 
corporate@rlfagtech.com  
 

+61 8 9380 0700 
liza.white@claritycommunications.com.au  

About RLF AgTech Ltd 
RLF AgTech Ltd (ASX: RLF) is a technology-driven plant nutrition company that develops products 
to empower farmers, nourish people and restore the earth. RLF combines plant science with 
advanced chemistry and manufacturing practices to produce high-quality plant nutrition products for 
commercial agriculture. RLF’s Plant Proton Delivery Technology enables farmers to grow higher-
yielding, better-quality, and more nutritious produce while supporting the plants’ natural ability to 
store and reduce atmospheric carbon. In the years ahead, commercial agriculture is destined to play 
a significant role in sequestering carbon. RLF’s technologies will support this, using its Accumulating 
Carbon in Soil System (ACSS) to help capture and store CO2 by increasing the organic matter in the 
world’s soils. 
 
To learn more, please visit: www.rlfagtech.com 
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The purpose of this presentation is to provide general  
information about RLF AgTech Ltd (RLF AgTech or the 
Company). It is not recommended that any person makes any 
investment decision in relation to the Company based solely on 
this presentation. 

This presentation does not necessarily contain all information 
which may be material to the making of a decision in relation to 
the Company. Any investor should make its own independent 
assessment and determination as to the Company’s prospects 
prior to making any investment decision and should not rely on 
the information in this presentation for that purpose. 

This presentation does not involve or imply a recommendation 
or a statement of opinion in respect of whether to buy, sell or 
hold securities in the Company. The securities issued by the 
Company are considered speculative and there is no guarantee 
that they will make a return on the capital invested, that 
dividends will be paid on the shares or that there will be an 
increase in the value of the shares in the future.

This presentation contains certain statements which may 
constitute “forward‐looking statements”. Such statements 
are only predictions and are subject to inherent risks and  
uncertainties which could cause actual values, results, 
performance or achievements to differ materially from those 
expressed, implied or projected in any forward‐looking 
statements. 

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by 
the Company that the matters stated in this presentation will  
be achieved or prove to be correct. Recipients of this  
presentation must make their own investigations and  
inquiries regarding all assumptions, risks, uncertainties and 
contingencies which may affect the future operations of the 
Company or the Company’s securities. 

The Company does not purport to give financial or investment 
advice. No account has been taken of the objectives, financial 
situation or needs of any recipient of this document. 

Recipients of this document should carefully consider whether 
the securities issued by the Company are an appropriate 
investment for them in light of their personal circumstances, 
including their financial and taxation position.

This presentation is presented for informational purposes 
only. It is not intended to be, and is not, a prospectus, product 
disclosure statement, offering memorandum or private 
placement memorandum for the purpose of Chapter 6D of 
the Corporations Act 2001. Except for statutory liability which 
cannot be excluded, the Company, it’s officers, employees and 
advisers expressly disclaim any responsibility for the accuracy 
or completeness of the material contained in this presentation 
and exclude all liability whatsoever (including in negligence) 
for any loss or damage which may be suffered by any person 
as a consequence of any information in this presentation or 
any error or omission there from. The Company accepts no 

responsibility to update any person regarding any inaccuracy, 
omission or change in information in this presentation or any 
other information made available to a person nor any obligation 
to furnish the person with any further information.

This presentation contains assumptions around the number 
of Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs) generated over 
a permanence period1 of 1 to 25 years. The basis of these 
assumptions have been derived from an independent expert’s 
report (named “Carbon Project Development Report for RLF 
Carbon” prepared in June 2022) by Carbon West2 who is a  
specialist in soil carbon management and methodology. The 
expert report contains theoretical calculations on a range 
of ACCUs generated per year and hectare (Ha) over the  
permanence period. The range of ACCUs per year and Ha 
outlined in the report was 1.92 to 7.44 and a conservative mid 
range point of 3 ACCUs/Year/Ha has been applied to generate 
financial estimations throughout this presentation.  The premise 
of these estimations are not proven and are subject to further 
testing, including a soil carbon pilot trial that has been outlined 
on page 14.  Investors should be aware that further testing 
including the soil carbon pilot trial may not generate ACCUs 
or the number of ACCUs estimated from the expert report, 
therefore the financial and ACCU estimations provided in this 
presentation should not be relied upon.  Any references to 
revenue are not financial forecasts of the Company but estimates 
of potential market sizes.

DISCLAIMER

1. Permanence periods refer to the Clean Energy Regulator’s assessment of the duration of time it will take for vegetation or soil to remove carbon from the atmosphere.
2.  For more information about Carbon West, please refer to their website www.carbonwest.com.au.
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EMPOWERING FARMERS - NOURISHING PEOPLE - RESTORING THE EARTH

THE RLF STORY

Specialist expertise in plant 
science and crop nutrition 
technology that delivers 
yield increases combined 
with improved plant health 
and soil biology.

Today, we continue to 
expand our established 
global crop nutrition business 
and apply our technology 
to increase soil carbon and 
unlock the potential to  
generate carbon credits on a 
large scale.

To be globally recognised 
as a major force for change 
in the transformation 
of agriculture and food 
production and an integral
part of the journey to
net zero.

Our success 
so far:

Our current 
focus:

Our ambition:
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Proven Results
with Plant Proton Delivery Technology (‘PPDT’)

Global Scaling
with 2 provisional and 1 pending patent filed 
(product & process patents) for protected  
international growth

High value market sector
Exceptional 
gross profit

Nutrient and water use efficiency

Farmer ROI

Growing more with less - 
20% reduction in fertiliser use

Crop yield and quality

Soil biology health $15-16m
Market guidance FY24

Record revenue FY2023

$11.5m

Carbon

$200+ bn1
of accessible carbon credit revenue opportunity  
from Australian farm ACCU generation1
»  Potential for significant future annuity revenue 

for RLF

Significant Progress Made

»  Process Patents filed for soil  
carbon generation

»  $1M ACCU prepayment from  
Commonwealth Bank Australia to  
support RLF’s first soil carbon project. 

»  International markets to follow

Our unique  
market proposition

Potential for large 
scale monetisation 

of soil carbon 

Generates multiple 
additional core 

revenue streams

1. From 1 July 2024, $200B = 23M hectares grain X 25 years (length of program) X 3 (ACCUs/Hectare @ $123/ACCU.  $123/ACCU = $75 + 2% CPI adjustment  
for 25 years – Dept of Climate Change, Energy, the Environment and Water “Safeguard Mechanism Reforms Position Paper”

Technology with the potential to generate  
significant Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs) 
without disruption to current Farmer practice.

GROWING REVENUE BY INVESTING IN EXPANSION

OUR BUSINESS
4



WHERE WE ARE TODAY

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT AND 2023 
ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE

$12.5m 22%
Record Cash Receipts

For FY23 From FY22

Cash and Inventory

$7.4m
at 30 June 23

Gross Profit

53%
For FY23

Record Revenue

$11.5m
For FY23

Quarterly Cash 
Receipts 
up 30% on prior 
corresponding quarter

New distribution 
agreements 
signed $12.1M1

Expands regional 
presence in 
Cambodia

$1M ACCU 
prepayment 
agreement signed 
with CBA

Full year result 
of $11.5M 
Record revenue 
for FY23

New PPDT foliar 
provisional patent 
application filed

Apr 
2023

May 
2023

June 
2023

Aug 
2023

Sept 
2023

July
2023
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1. The total of $12.1M of Sales and Purchase Target Distribution Agreements consists of: $8.8M = Announced on 13 March 2023, the Company entered into a $8.8M (USD 5.8M) with Taipan Brand Farm Inc., a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Jardine Distribution Inc for a period of 5 years. $3.3M = Announced on 25 May 2023, the Company entered into a $3.3M (USD 2.14M) withCong Ty Tnhh Kona Crop Science (“Kona”) for a period of 5 years.  



6OUR BUSINESS - STRATEGY FOR CONTINUED 
REVENUE GROWTH
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Continued 
investment in 
Intellectual 
Property

Global 
sales team 
expansion

Growth of 
distribution 
network

RLF 
Product sales

Farmer &  
land aggregation 
at scale

Soil carbon 
project 
development & 
implementation

Partnership 
development  
with large  
off-take partners

ACCU prepayment 
& project services

RLF Product Sales

ACCU sales

$ Revenue Streams



RLF AGTECH’S GLOBAL 
FOOTPRINT TODAY
GLOBAL FOOTPRINT TODAY

Australia

China

Philippines

Vietnam

Cambodia

Thailand

Turkey

Canada

New 
Zealand

Manufacturing | R&D
Australia and China

Distributors
Turkey, New Zealand, Thailand, Philippines, Canada, 
Australia, China, Cambodia and Vietnam

Well positioned given Asia accounts for 
approximately 60% of global crop production.

Staff | Offices
 Australia - Perth
 China - Shanghai, Zhengzhou 
 Vietnam - Ho Chi Minh 
* Cambodia -  Phnom Penh

Major Product Categories

Seed priming FoliarFertigation

* Cambodia – Includes 4 FTE sales team members that are managed by our local distributor
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DELIVERING 
GROWTH

POWERED BY:

Investment 
in People

Investment 
in IP

Expanding 
Distributor 
Networks
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RLF Carbon has 
been established 
to commercialise 
the generation of 
Australian Carbon 
Credit Units called  
ACCUs. 

RLF AgTech is the 
project developer, 
acting as a conduit 
between the farmer, 
the emitter and the 
project financier - 
forming an integral 
part of the carbon 
supply chain.

Farmers
Bank & 
Traders

Off-takers/ 
Emitters

Higher yields, 
greater ROI, 
ACSS access

ACCUs + 
Product Sales

Funding +
ACCUs

ACCU Offtake 
Trading

FUTURE GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

BUILDING AN INTEGRATED ACCU SUPPLY CHAIN
9
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ACCU MARKET FORECAST & RLF CARBON MILESTONES 10

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

$35

$64.09

$86.15

70,000,000

60,000,000

50,000,000

40,000,000

30,000,000

20,000,000

10,000,000

$160.00

$140.00

$120.00

$110.00

$100.00

$80.00

$60.00

$40.00

$20.00

QUANTITY 
OF ACCUs $/ACCU

ANNUAL
DEMAND

Govt demand

Safeguard 
demand

Net demand

High case

Base case

Historical 
Price

5,000Ha 
Carbon Pilot 
Programme 
announced

Expected 
first 
broadacre 
project 
registered 
with CER

Deploy 
ACSS 
patent

First RLF carbon 
project registered 
by the CER
CBA commits to 
$1M prepurchase 
of ACCUs from RLF

Mar 23 July 23 End 23 Jan 24

FY28-30

Estimated 
ACCU delivery

FY25-28

Estimated ACCU 
production 
commences

FY24-26

Large scale land 
aggregation for 
carbon project 
expansion

* ACCU demand and price forecast information - Carbon Monthly  
Fig 3, Fig 5 - August 2023



Land Size 5,000Ha 
Pilot

100,000Ha 
Expansion

1,000,000Ha 
Expansion

Growers Required 3 50 500
ACCU Generation Estimate 
(Tonnes CO2-e) 50,000 1.0 Million 10.0 Million

Gross Revenue Estimated 
from ACCU Prepayments & Project Services

$1 Million (Actual) $20 Million $200 Million 

Gross Revenue Estimated 
from product sales ($25-$30 per Ha)

$625,000 to $750,000 $12.5 Million to 
$15 Million

$125 Million to 
$150 Million

ACCUs at Market Value 
ACCU sales1

$1.98 Million to $2.61 Million $39.5 Million to $91 Million $395 Million to $910 Million

RLF’s potential share
@20% of ACCU value

$1 Million ACCU Prepayment 
contracted with CBA

$7 Million to 
$17.2 Million

$70 Million to 
$172 Million

Average Grower Size – 2,000 Hectares 
Project Life Cycle as modelled  – 5 years
Total CER Project Life – 25 years

1. ACCU Value reference $35 - $86.15 per ACCU spot price forecast on page 10.

Today Future Ambitions

RLF CARBON

BROADACRE VALUE MODEL
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WHY RLF?

One of only a few ASX listed stocks with an existing 
business and product to access the estimated 
$1.3 trillion* global agricultural market.

First mover advantage in the growing soil carbon 
market during the time when both the demand and 

price of ACCUs is forecast to increase. 
Unique market proposition with proprietary IP 

and multiple revenue streams. 

*https://www.worldwildlife.org/industries/sustainable-agriculture 
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APPENDIX
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Developing sustainable technologies for advanced 
crop nutrition is crucial if we are to reduce the 
impacts of current farming practises and meet 
global food production needs.

We use our technology to improve fertiliser 
efficiency, increase crop yields, and promote 
stronger, healthier, and more sustainable agriculture 
while mitigating the environmental impacts of soil 
applied chemical fertilisers.

Our current focus is on aggregating soil carbon 
projects in partnership with farmers and  
large off-take partners (including financiers and 
emitters), aligning with Australia’s mandated 
emissions targets. 

As a result, we will remain true to our legacy of 
playing a critical role in feeding the world’s growing 
population and a being a key driver in the shift to a 
sustainable agricultural future.

We are excited that our future and our products will 
make an impact on a global scale, via our proven 
technology, established international manufacturing 
and distribution platforms, and the multiple benefits 
our products and systems deliver.

Specialist expertise in 
plant science and crop 
nutrition technology  
that delivers yield 
increases combined with 
improved plant health 
and soil biology. 

Today, we continue to 
expand our established 
global crop nutrition 
business and apply our 
technology to increase  
soil carbon and unlock  
the potential of  
generating carbon credits 
on a large scale.

Our ambition is to be 
globally recognised as a 
major force for change 
in the transformation 
of agriculture and food 
production and an integral 
part  of the journey to  
net zero.
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